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Optimization

 

Azure Cost 
Management

Ensure your Microsoft Azure estate remains optimized

Many organizations are failing to keep the cost 
of their Microsoft Azure estate within originally 
defined forecasts and budgets. We are typically 
finding that clients are overspending by as much 
as 24% on their Azure platforms. Not surprising 
then that CIOs now see cloud cost as one of the 
key challenges.

However there is no silver bullet to solve this growing issue. Many organizations have 
invested in expensive Cloud Management tools to manage complex environments or 
initiated one-time optimization projects, only to find their costs continue to grow unchecked.

Optimization Services  

We ensure our clients  
can secure the best 

investment value  
from their software & 
cloud strategic mega 
vendors. Our unique 

methodology, experience 
& independence allows 

us to offer our client’s 
impartial advice, develop 
& consult with a range of 

commercially improved 
solutions that optimize 

their software licensing 
estate from a contractual & 

commercial perspective.
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“Our Cloud Investment 
Managers are recognized 

as some of the most 
experienced & skilled 

in the world, having 
provided services  

to Fortune 500  
global clients & some  

of the largest public 
sector organizations.”

Director of Microsoft  
& Cloud Consulting

Cloud Investment Management

We take a holistic approach to managing  the complexity of our client’s cloud 
ecosystems. We typically deliver our client’s average savings of 38% on software 
spend, we do this through our Optimization and Negotiation Services, however the real 
challenge is then maintaining these savings through forecasting, trending and monitoring 
of consumption.   

We continually monitor a client’s Azure estate providing an accurate view of current and 
future requirements, helping them to right size their Azure costs and only pay for what 
they need throughout the lifecycle of their Azure contracts.

Azure Cost Management

So you can maintain an optimized Azure infrastructure and minimize ongoing 
expenditure, we help you understand current workloads, instances and licensing. To do 
this we establish a foundation of trustworthy data for your organization and produce an 
ongoing Azure forecast that will identify and mitigate avoidable or unnecessary costs. 

To maintain a state of optimization we continue to validate your Azure requirements 
through our monthly Optimization Report and Cloud Optics Platform. Our comprehensive 
reporting provides detailed utilization analytics, continuous trend vs commitment (CTC) 
tracking and a view of OpCo billing optimization intelligence that many tools simply 
cannot provide.

Throughout the lifecycle of your Azure contracts our Cloud Investment Advisors will 
monitor your Azure platforms and provide an insight into any commercial improvements 
that could provide additional savings. We hold ourselves accountable but also appraise 
the success rate of forecasts during the span of the contract, ensuring savings  
are delivered.
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Cloud Ecosystem Visibility

Our Cloud Optics platform provides our clients with a consolidated management view 
of their Azure estate. We provide the required intelligence through aggregated reports 
and dashboards, this allows organizations to maximize savings throughout their Azure 
deployment lifecycle.

 
 

Our vision is to be the leading 
independent, global provider 
of Software & Cloud Portfolio 

Management and optimization 
services for our clients and partners.

Providing the intelligence our 
clients use to govern their digital 

transformation journey. Optimizing 
their software portfolio to avoid 

unnecessary cost and risk, whilst 
driving value from their software and 

cloud investments throughout  
their lifecycle.
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